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Graepels UK division completed this stunning Picture 
Perf, Perforation project in an iconic Leeds building at 1 
Sovereign Square, Leeds, United Kingdom. 

1 Sovereign Square, is one of our most Impressive Interior Picture Perf 
jobs where a five-story open office foyer in Leeds applied Perforated 
Images as cladding panels around the central lift lobby that were 
folded and fitted in front of the lightboxes behind.

The Project

Design

The design Incorporated images of the local Leeds landscape 
in this 61,000 sq ft. eye-catching building: The atrium lift wall 
featured backlit current and historic images of the city and 
region, set behind Perforated Metal panels. When viewed closely, 
the images appear as abstract patterns, but from a distance the 
images of the local area are visible, connecting a global business 
to its immediate context, whilst also becoming the unifying design 

element across all floors.

Planning 

The Picture Perf lift lobby panelling can be found from the 
basement to the fourth floor. The Project required a vast amount 
of detailed planning, both with the Architects and Graepels’ own 
UK production team, from various drawings to programming, 
tooling and fabrication. The Graepels UK team also provided 
visual computer generated mock up samples of the images and 
a Perforated sample scaled down with an accompanying lightbox. 

Fabrication
 
Each perforated metal sheet was fabricated to the varying 
dimensions which were required to fit precisely onto the lightboxes 
behind. The panels were anodised in a dark colour, with a semi 
matte finish offering a greater contrast between the white lightboxes 

behind, adding to the intensity of the shading in the image.

Precision

The overall folded dimensions were worked to a tolerance of plus 
or minus one millimetre. All panels have a blank from the edge of 
Perforation to the fold line which means when in situ there is a 
34mm between the edge of perforation to Perforation 15mm blank 

both sides and 4mm gap in between panels.

Expanse

The Panels were supplied in various batches for the guys on the 
Leeds site, to start installing the panels, as sheets were being 
perforated, panels were being installed.  The job is a unique 
combination of Metal and Light together on such a large scale 
covering approximately thirteen and a half thousand metres of wall 

space on each floor of the iconic Leeds building.

Finished Display
 
During the hours of business, the white lightboxes and artificial 
light behind the dark metal panels subtly highlight the contrast and 
shading in the Picture Perf Images. Once the Leeds sun sets and 
the natural daylight fades, the artificial light from the lightboxes 

behind starts to make the Picture Perf panels come to life.
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